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ECDS Training Series

Training #1: Introduction to ECDS
• Slides and Recording posted here: https://www.iha.org/news-events/ecds-

webinar-series/

Save the Date! Training #3: Thursday, August 25, 10 – 11am PT
• Focus on Clinical Quality Language (CQL)
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Please register using the link above!

https://www.iha.org/news-events/ecds-webinar-series/
https://iha-org.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_yGAgXaTzQCmXTCtZIiXF-A?utm_campaign=2022%20AMP%20Communications&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9vc4_YNXgINit9fMAQrTf1d4T0Y2N9VctX-yri0ozprbRW5EEJ9wwVN7l1QUOblyjOXQQI


Agenda

Overview of FHIR

FHIR and Clinical Quality Measures

FHIR Resources Relevant to the Prenatal Immunization 
Status Measure 

Q & A
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Webinar Logistics

• Today’s webinar will be recorded and posted on IHA’s website: 
https://www.iha.org/news-and-events/

Questions? Submit them via the “Q&A” function! 

47/15/2022  © 2022 National Committee for Quality Assurance & Integrated Healthcare Association, all rights reserved

https://www.iha.org/news-and-events/


Poll the Audience
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How familiar are you with FHIR? 
Select that option that applies to you:

a) I have no idea what FHIR is.
b) I have used FHIR a little.
c) I have written measures in CQL/FHIR.
d) I have helped implement a FHIR server in an 

organization.



Overview of FHIR



Standard for healthcare information

Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR®)

https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/2019-08/ONCFHIRFSWhatIsFHIR.pdf

Maintained by Health Level Seven (HL7) ®

Collaborative approach to edits and updates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Excerpt from the HL7 page linked on this slide: “The HL7® FHIR® (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources ) standard defines how healthcare information can be exchanged between different computer systems regardless of how it is stored in those systems. It allows healthcare information, including clinical and administrative data, to be available securely to those who have a need to access it, and to those who have the right to do so for the benefit of a patient receiving care. The standards development organization HL7® (Health Level Seven®) uses a collaborative approach to develop and upgrade FHIR.”

https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/2019-08/ONCFHIRFSWhatIsFHIR.pdf
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FHIR Design & Construction

Open source, free to use without restriction

Built on Web standards: XML, JSON, HTTP, OAuth, etc.

Interoperable and extensible

Community-driven development and maintenance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Much like regulations governing the design, construction, use and safety of public roads, FHIR seeks to make the exchange of health data more predictable, reliable and useful.[CLICK] FHIR is an open-sourced standard for electronic healthcare information exchange built on established Web standards. [CLICK] It is interoperable and extensible, meaning that it can be modified for different contexts to handle different needs[CLICK] This is a community-driven standard relying on stakeholder involvement and consensus to drive change/innovation.----------Excerpts from the HL7 page linked here: http://hl7.org/fhir/overview-clinical.html“Recognizing that a one size fits all approach is not appropriate in the healthcare space, FHIR provides the ability to adjust the forms (Resources) to be able to handle the needs of different implementation spaces by defining "extensions" as well as enforcing constraints.For example, a "prescription" form might have extension elements added to support tracking of restricted medications while also constraining the codes that can be used to communicate types of drugs to a particular national standard. Forms are designed in such a way that these changes can be made without changing how systems pass forms around, enabling any system to consume completed forms even if they have additional elements added, whether or not those additional elements are used by the receiving system.To keep the base forms that everyone uses from being overly complex, FHIR has a rule that, in most cases, a resource will only include data elements if there's an expectation that most implementations will use that particular data element. That doesn't mean the data must always exist. For example, most systems in the world are capable of tracking "deceased date" for a patient, even though that element will be blank for many patient records. On the other hand, not as many systems track hair color, so hair color would be omitted from the base form and those systems that need it (perhaps in a specialty clinical or research setting) can use a FHIR extension to capture it if needed.”



FHIR Use
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Resources: Standard methods of representing, storing, and 
exchanging complex data using modular building blocks

Constraint and validation of data through Profiles and 
Implementation Guides

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Traffic Laws Analogy: Why do we have traffic laws?	Traffic laws build predictability, safety and trust. They make using public roads reliable and useful while reasonably limiting liabilities.FHIR is much the same, except instead of cars and buses, it coordinates the transport/exchange of health data.However, the same liabilities apply. Has my data been gathered in a structured manner? Is it reliable? Can I share it? Can I trust it?[CLICK] Resources are the modular building blocks of the FHIR specification and are used to determine the specific ‘shape’ of a piece of data. [CLICK] This constraint and classification is expanded upon using Profiles and Implementation GuidesMuch of today’s presentation will focus on the FHIR Resources relevant to measures included in AMP. We will discuss how to read, use, and make sense of these specifications.



How Does FHIR Reduce Burden?

Reuse of data generated 
as part of normal clinical 
workflows

Common data model 
facilitates data 

aggregation and 
reporting

APIs automate data 
gathering and reporting

Align Clinical Decision 
Support (CDS) with 
measure reporting using 
the same FHIR resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[CLICK] Reuse of data generated as part of normal clinical workflows: Standardized data (aka data adhering to FHIR requirements) can be used for a number of different quality improvement and performance management activities. The same piece of data used for PRS-E could also be assessed for use in other quality measures/ performance improvement initiatives.[CLICK] Common data model facilitates data aggregation and reporting: Common, scalable models mean that inferences and assumptions become more valid when assessing a single patient or an entire population. [CLICK] APIs automate gathering and reporting: APIs can assist with, and in some cases replace, manual data extraction and extrapolation be leveraging the standardized nature of FHIR.[CLICK] Align CDS with measure reporting using the same FHIR resources: Flexibility in specification allows the same logic to be used for multiple use cases. As FHIR evolves, measure concepts will be expanded to facilitate multiple use cases including interventional and prospective measurement.



FHIR and Clinical Quality 
Measures
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What does this mean for clinical quality measures?
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English ‘paper’ measure structured logic 



Food: peanut butter and jelly 
sandwich
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https://ecqi.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/FHIR-101-Cooking-with-CQL-508.pdf

What is the data 
supposed 

to look like
Data model

What is the 
relationship

between 
the pieces of data

Expression 
logic

http://hl7.org/fhir

I want to know who had a
peanut butter and jelly 

sandwich 
with an apple 

for lunch today.
Food: apple

and

where food.EatenDate = Today

How to group
all the 

statements 
Structure

FHIR

CQL

https://ecqi.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/FHIR-101-Cooking-with-CQL-508.pdf
http://hl7.org/fhir
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FHIR Resources are the “functional unit” – the building blocks

Food

Food: peanut butter and jelly 
sandwich

Food: apple

and

where food.EatenDate = Today
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http://www.hl7.org/fhir/R4/resourceguide.html
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http://www.hl7.org/fhir/R4/resourcelist.html
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FHIR Resources Relevant to 
the Prenatal Immunization 
Status Measure 
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Which FHIR resources are relevant for the Prenatal 
Immunization Status measure?
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FHIR Procedure

Procedure

When the procedure was performed 
(dateTime, Period, string, Age, Range)performed

preparation | in-progress | not-done | on-
hold | stopped | completed | entered-in-

error | unknown
status

Identification of the procedure
(e.g., SNOMED)code

06/06/22 – 06/07/22

completed

CPT 59620

Delivery Procedure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We looked at a complete FHIR resource specification on slide 18. In that case, we were able to see all the specified elements available on FHIR.Condition. Let’s take another look at a truncated version of the specification for FHIR.Procedure. We will focus only on the elements used by PRS-E logic.Performed: This element corresponds to the date or time period during which the procedure occurred. We also see the available datatypes that could populate this field.Datatypes:dateTime: The specific point in time the procedure occurred. Can be populated to the millisecond.Period: If the procedure occurred over a period of time, it may be listed as a FHIR.Period. A delivery procedure is a perfect example of this where a patient may be admitted only to be discharged days later. In the case of procedure.performedPeriod, the start and end times of the procedure are documented as dateTime values resulting in an interval from the start of the procedure through the end of the procedure.String: Not currently used. Intended to allow for free text descriptions of Procedure timing.Age: “I had my tonsils removed at age 9” – This may be used to record events from a patient’s history where specific data is unknown.Range: Similar to Age, Range can be used to describe uncertain values. “I had an appendectomy sometime between 1979 and 1981”[CLICK]Status: This element describes the most recent status of the procedure in its lifecycle. This is intended to account for the various states a procedure could be in in a clinical context.[CLICK]Procedure.code: This field captures the clinical coding associated with the service and has a cardinality of ‘0..1’.CPT 59620 is a code for Cesarean delivery from the “Deliveries” value set. From this, we know that this Procedure was recorded as completed as of June 6, 2022.Json:�{ "resource": {    "resourceType": "Procedure",    "status": "completed",    "code": {       "coding": [        {          "system": "http://www.ama-assn.org/go/cpt",          "code": "59620"         }                  ]             },    "performedDateTime": "2022-06-06T00:00:00.000-05:00"            }        }
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FHIR Immunization

Immunization

Vaccine administration date
(dateTime, string)occurrence

Vaccine product administeredvaccineCode

Influenza vaccine

October 10, 2021

CVX 135
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FHIR Immunization

Immunization

Vaccine administration date
(dateTime, string)occurrence

Vaccine product administeredvaccineCode

Tdap vaccine

April 6, 2022

CVX 115
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FHIR Condition

Estimated or actual date, 
date-time, or ageonset

When in resolution/remissionabatement

active | recurrence | relapse | inactive | 
remission | resolvedclinicalStatus

Condition

March 5, 2002

none

active

Anaphylaxis to Tdap 
vaccine
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FHIR Observation

Observation

Clinically relevant time/time-period 
for observationeffective

Actual resultvalue

Length of gestation at 
birth

May 5, 2020

39 weeks



Available Resources and Events 
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EVENTS

Future of HEDIS webinar series:
https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/the-future-of-hedis/

2022 Quality Innovation Series 
Live and on-demand virtual sessions

Health Innovation Summit 
(October 31 – November 3, in-person)

Visit our ECDS webpage:
http://www.ncqa.org/ecds

Issue brief on leveraging electronic clinical data 
for HEDIS

Special report summarizing HEDIS results for 
measures that leverage clinical data

New! Resource guide on Leveraging Clinical Data 
for Measurement of Colorectal Cancer Screening

Digital Quality Measures Webpage (includes FAQs)

HEDIS Digital Quality Measures: 
https://store.ncqa.org/hedis-quality-measurement/
hedis-my-2022-dqms.html
*An Implementation Guide is included w/ each measure

7/15/2022  © 2022 National Committee for Quality Assurance & Integrated Healthcare Association, all rights reserved

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’d like to share some ResourcesWebpage on digital quality measures, with FAQsMeasure IG: includes for example mapping of claims data to clinical resources (for health plans) - point them to this as a resourceEncourage you to visit the ECDS webpage – information about leverage electronic clinical data for HEDIS reporting. We also post different resources, such as the ones highlighted here:- Issue brief on leveraging electronic clinical data for HEDIS- Special report summarizing HEDIS results for measures that leverage clinical data- New! Resource guide on reporting the Colorectal Cancer Screening measure Events:Future of HEDIS webinars, held a few times a year, where NCQA shares information about how we’re evolving HEDIS and quality measurement for the futureEducational offerings through QIS and HIS-----------------ECDS: http://www.ncqa.org/ecds DQMs: https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/the-future-of-hedis/digital-measures/Future of HEDIS: https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/the-future-of-hedis/ DQS: https://www.ncqa.org/about-ncqa/sponsorship-events/digital-quality-summit/ 

https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/the-future-of-hedis/
https://www.ncqa.org/education-training/quality-innovation-series/
https://www.ncqasummit.com/event/ce9f7fd3-aec9-4c28-b158-263a3f512e76/summary
http://www.ncqa.org/ecds
https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/the-future-of-hedis/digital-measures/


Terms and Definitions
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Term Definition
HEDIS Digital Quality Measure (dQM) A quality measure published as a downloadable package that includes the technical 

specifications provided in a standard, machine readable, interoperable format. 

Clinical Quality Language (CQL) Authoring language that’s intended to be human readable

Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) Standard for exchanging healthcare information electronically (also the standard NCQA 
uses to produce HEDIS digital quality measures)

Electronic Clinical Data Systems (ECDS)
FAQs on ECDS Reporting

HEDIS reporting standard that leverages electronic data from multiple sources

Electronic Clinical Quality Measure (eCQM) Quality measure specification used for provider EHR reporting

Quality Data Model (QDM) Data model CMS uses for eCQMs

United States Core Data for Interoperability (USCDI) Standardized set of health data classes and constituent data elements for nationwide, 
interoperable health information exchange

7/15/2022  © 2022 National Committee for Quality Assurance & Integrated Healthcare Association, all rights reserved

https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/the-future-of-hedis/digital-measures/
https://ecqi.healthit.gov/cql
https://www.hl7.org/fhir/overview.html
http://www.ncqa.org/ecds
https://www.ncqa.org/hedis/the-future-of-hedis/ecds-frequently-asked-questions/
https://ecqi.healthit.gov/general-ecqm-and-ecqi-education
https://ecqi.healthit.gov/qdm
https://www.healthit.gov/isa/united-states-core-data-interoperability-uscdi
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Submit them via the “Q&A” function! 

© 2022 by the National Committee for Quality Assurance



Thank you!
Further questions? 

Email amp@ncqa.org so we can assist!

297/15/2022  © 2022 National Committee for Quality Assurance & Integrated Healthcare Association, all rights reserved

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you have additional questions, please email amp@ncqa.org so we can assist! Additionally, a reminder to email amp@ncqa.org for download instructions to obtain the AMP PRS-E Digital Measure Package, if you have not already done so.

mailto:amp@ncqa.org
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